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XCBills cross finish line with state win in
Jefferson City, 3 juniors All State
photo | courtesy of Jack Sullivan

Finazzo gets second
in Chinese competition
BY Noah
REPORTER

Weber

M

onths of preparation and
two weeks of long days
filled with hard work paid off in
the end for senior Tristan Finazzo, who recently returned from
receiving second place at the sixth
annual “Chinese Bridge,” an international Chinese speech, talent, and cultural competition in
Kunming, China.
Finazzo’s work for Chinese
Bridge started at the beginning of
the year, when he began preparing a speech and talent routine
for the Midwest qualifying competition at Webster University on
Aug. 16.
Finazzo’s original speech focused on his previous trip to Nan-

The cross country team after its State win in Jefferson City on Saturday.
BY Michael
REPORTER

Sit

D

espite clerical confusion,
the XCBills hauled in their
second consecutive State title last
Saturday thanks to strong performances from their junior runners and the bond their team had
formed.
The team had high hopes for
the State meet, but the top seven
were not sure of another State
Championship. Coach Joe Porter
brought almost all of his top 14
runners on the team in case of an

injury within the top seven.
On Friday afternoon, the
State team members ran the
course to familiarize themselves
with it. Porter did not want the
runners to have any surprises
other than the fierce competition
during the race.
Prior to the meet, junior allstate runner Jack Sullivan said, “At
the beginning of the season, the
top seven were just hoping for a
state trophy, but after talking with
senior captain Tom Rubio we believed we could defend the title.”
The state course is dotted

Flying high after golden
goal, soccer soars past CBC
BY Danny Schneller
SPORTS EDITOR

A

fter battling through 80
minutes of regulation play
against the CBC Cadets last Tuesday night, senior captain Luke
Nash flew into the box to head in
senior Tony Doellefeld’s corner
kick for the game-winning goal,
sending the St. Louis U. High soccer team to the State quarterfinals.
Doellefeld, the Soccerbills’
usual setpiece kicker, lofted the
ball beautifully into the box. The
ball drifted as if in slow motion
across the front of the goal until
Nash came streaking in to lock in
the victory.
As Nash ecstatically tore

away from the goal, his teammates sprinted toward him for
the inevitable dogpile.
Nash was blown away by the
moment.
“This is unbelievable,” he said
after the game. “I’ve never felt like
this before.”
Nash and Doellefeld had
talked about headers earlier that
day.
“We had a lot of free kicks
and corner kicks,” said Doellefeld.
“Luke was always saying, ‘Just put
it up, and I’ll go get it.’ He attacked
it when it mattered. That was awesome.”
Before Tuesday night’s game,
the Soccerbills were 1-1-1 against
continued on page 10
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with numerous hills, especially
the infamous “Firehouse Hill”—
the hill in which this year’s State
champion lost his lead in last
year’s state meet. The route,
painted out on a golf course, challenged the runners’ abilities, but
the course’ cushy grass provided
a positive change from the usual
rocky and dusty courses that
SLUH’s varsity runners have competed on before.
In addition to the favorable
course conditions, the clouds
cleared, resulting in a sunny race
day in the low 60s.
continued on page 9

jing last spring, and he sang and
played the drums to the Chinese
pop song, “我真的很不错,” or, “I’m Really Great,” a song that sounds less
conceited and more inspirational
to Chinese listeners than it may to
an American.
After winning the competition at Webster, Finazzo, accompanied by Webster Chinese professor Li Fang, joined more than
300 other accomplished students
representing 64 countries around
the world.
Before arriving in Kunming,
the location of the actual
competition, the travellers were
given four days to sightsee
in Beijing. The 300 attending
students had been divided into
participants and observers, based
continued on page 7

Santels endow scholarship
honoring Houlihan
BY Connor FitzGerald and
Leo Heinz
REPORTER AND CORE STAFF

T

he Santel family dedicated a
fully endowed scholarship in
the name of longtime St. Louis U.
High Jesuit, Fr. Ralph Houlihan,
S.J. at a Nov. 7 Mass and dinner
reception. The scholarship was
fully endowed by Tom and Mary
Pat Santel; Tom graduated in
1976, and his son Jim in 2008.
This is the third of four

scholarships endowed by the Santel family. The first was donated
in the name of longtime SLUH
teacher Jim Raterman in 2011.
The second scholarship honors
John Fitzsimmons, ’76 a classmate and friend of Santel’s who
died of cancer. The fourth and
final scholarship, to be endowed
next year, will be in the Santel
name.
“They’ve chosen to commit a
significant amount of their family
continued on page 6
photo | Leo Heinz

Senior Sam Chevalier before scoring against CBC in Tuesday’s game.
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“Blitz SLUH with life”: Students for Life
host Day for Life with candy, adoration
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Professor speaks of Tibetan
culture, art, and religion
BY Michael
REPORTER

A

A student prays at Eucharistic Adoration during activity period last Thursday.
BY Thomas
CORE STAFF

Riganti

I

n the hope of promoting its
mission at St. Louis U. High,
the SLUH Students for Life held a
“Day for Life” last Thursday that
included Eucharistic adoration,
a guided prayer reflection, and
handing out Lifesaver fortune
cookies.
The idea for the day was inspired by the Pope’s Day for Syria
earlier this fall. Members of the
club felt moved by the prayers
from that day and used the idea as
a basis for their own day for life.
Every student and teacher
received a Lifesaver candy with
a message celebrating one way
people can support and save life.
For example, one message read,
“Whose lives are you most thankful for today?”

Students for Life moderator
David Callon said the Lifesaver
message was, “designed to be a
gesture of goodwill to get people
to be mindful of who the lifesavers in their life were.”
The group read morning
prayer the day before, of, and after the day for life. In addition,
Eucharistic adoration was held
in the North American Martyrs
Chapel during activity period.
Close to 20 people attended adoration. Prayer guides and rosaries
were also provided in the chapel
for the entire day.
“The goal was to create a
culture of life at SLUH through
prayer and just get attention to
the mission of our club,” said senior Will Kernell.
“We were trying to just blitz
SLUH with life for a day,” said se-

nior Alex Shaver.
“The fact that people got the
lifesavers and were kind of talking
about it, that made the day,” said
Callon.
Callon said that the day was
not a protest but rather a celebration meant to instill “gratitude,
service, and joy.”
The club emphasizes that being pro-life is about more than
being just anti-abortion. Being
pro-life means supporting life in
every instance. Callon stressed
that being men for others, men
for life, is about building relationships.
“Anything that’s a threat to
life is a product of people in some
way not being in full relationship
with other people,” said Callon.

Daugherty

rmed with stunning pictures
from his recent visit to Tibet,
Forest Park Community College’s
art professor Yingxue Zuo shared
his passion for the country with a
group of students Tuesday.
Chinese teacher Ching-Ling
Tai asked Zuo to speak for the first
event of a series of cultural events.
She invited him to further explain the country depicted in the
“Beautiful Tibet” display located
across from the foreign language
office.
Zuo is the chair of Forest
Park’s art department and an avid
painter. He traveled to Tibet to
find inspiration for his art, and his
presentation explained its unique
aspects.
Tibet is the highest region on
earth and is adjacent to the Himalayas. Tibet’s beautiful scenery
makes it an obvious destination
for Zuo and other artists. Zuo
expressed the impact of such a
powerfully large landscape on his
paintings.
Early in the presentation, Zuo
showed a diagram showing the
area of Tibet annexed by China
in the 1950s. Zuo explained that
Tibet’s spiritual leader, the Dalai
Lama, has tried to create a more
autonomous Tibet, incorporating
a large region of southwest China
in the process.
“That’s a lot to ask,” said Tai,
agreeing with Zuo’s own opinion.
But Zuo primarily stayed
away from politics and stressed
how different Tibet is in comparison to the rest of China. While
eastern China is highly industri-

alized, Tibet is almost completely
rural. Along with a rural lifestyle,
Tibetans have a simpler way of
living and a strong Buddhist culture, which is absent in the majority of China.
Isolated from the rest of
China, Tibetans have developed a
unique style of architecture which
is evident in some of Tibet’s ornate Buddhist architecture, such
as the Potala Palace in Lhasa, the
capital, that Zuo has captured in
his work. While the rest of China
associates black with death and
rarely uses it in architecture, Tibet
readily uses black and dark colors,
providing an unique opportunity
for painters like Zuo.
Tibet’s culture also has many
unique aspects, primarily influenced by the region’s sect of Buddhism.
“Tibetans’ entire life is concentrated on their religion,” said
Tai.
Zuo showed the group pictures he had taken of colorful
prayer banners that hang between trees, poles, and buildings
in Tibet. He explained that the
religious practices of the Tibetan
people fascinated him, and said
they were one of the many unique
aspects of Tibet that fueled his
wonder and creativity.
“I didn’t know much about
Tibet, so it made me more interested to perhaps want to go there,”
said senior Tristan Finazzo.
Tai has two more cultural
events planned for this year, including a calligraphy demonstration and a short class on cooking
egg rolls.
photo | Nolen Doorack

Medical Careers Club hosts geneticist
BY Luke
STAFF

T

Miller

he St. Louis U. High Medical Careers Club hosted Dr.
Stephen Braddock M.D., a pediatric geneticist and father of senior
Robert Braddock, on Thursday.
The talk began with an introduction from science teacher and
moderator Tim O’Keefe.
Braddock began the talk by
providing statistics on genetic and
environmental birth defects.
“Three to five percent of
births involved some sort of birth
defects,” said Braddock, in his
talk. “Twenty to 30 percent of
infant deaths are due to a genetic
disorder.”
Braddock described the different types of genetic disorders,
including autosomal dominant/
recessive, mitochondrial, XLinked dominant/recessive, and
environmental agents.

Braddock emphasized his
goal to discover and treat genetic
disorders early on, comparing
geneticists to Sherlock Holmes,
saying: “It’s our job to look at all
of the clues, or malformations, in
front of us with a fresh, inquisitive
mind, in order to find the truth
and give the best treatment.”
Braddock also gave several
examples of different disorders
such as cleft lip and Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome. Braddock stressed the
threat alcohol poses to a developing fetus and even the growing
infant.
“The brain doesn’t stop growing until four years of development, so it can still be dangerous for breastfeeding mothers to
drink,” said Braddock. “The fetus
will have the same blood alcohol
level as the mother, but the fetus’
kidneys are put under a larger
strain and (the BAC) will stay

higher longer.”
Several students attended the
lecture, many from O’Keefe’s Genetics class, who were required to
attend the seminar in lieu of their
usual class.
“I thought it was really informative,” said senior Michael
Blood. “When people think geneticists, they think of laboratories and test samples, but he gave
us real-world examples and facts.”
Braddock graduated with his
undergraduate degree from the
University of Notre Dame and
attended the medical program
at the University of Missouri. He
currently works with patients as a
pediatric geneticist at SSM Cardinal Glennon.
Braddock concluded his
meeting by offering advice to
anyone interested in becoming
a geneticist as a possible career
Professor Yingxue Zuo gives his presentation on Tibet on Tuesday.
choice.
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Quote of the Week
You are uneasy; you never sailed with me before, I see.
-Andrew Jackson
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Does Gadfly need a gadfly? Humor vs. Satire in Gadfly TV
BY Sam Fentress
CORE STAFF

G

adfly TV is a beautiful, exciting, hilarious product of
St. Louis U. High students. That
might be a problem. It seems
Gadfly TV’s student audience—
and subsequently, Gadfly TV itself—has moved away from biting
satire and refocused its lens on
quirky humor over the past few
years, perhaps unintentionally.
In the past year, I’ve heard a
number of complaints after airings of Gadfly TV. The most common one is, “Gadfly isn’t funny
anymore.” This statement is wholly indicative of students’ problematic attitudes towards Gadfly TV.
In the first episode of Gadfly TV

(2009), then ASC-teacher Michael Koenigs noted that Gadfly TV would “make your brain
hurt.” It would “make you think
about the world” and make students “change (their) views about
art, music, poetry, and that kind
of thing.”
In a lot of ways, Gadfly TV
has improved since 2009, most
noticeably in its quality of editing
and filming. If you watch closely
though, you’ll also notice a significant decrease in subversiveness—less unyielding commentary on politics, art, literature, and
SLUH.
An attitude I’ve picked up
from students lately is that Gadfly’s purpose is to make them

laugh. Humor is not what makes
Gadfly a gadfly. Humor, rather, is
a medium: a platform for sharing ideas about culture with other
people and evoking a positive
response. If you can make someone laugh about a used-car dealer
called “Bufe’s Bus Shack”, maybe
you can make some larger comments on the deceptiveness of
auto advertising.
My suspicion is that over
the years students watched Gadfly and walked away with the idea
that Gadfly is only about being
funny. Those kids shared their
own ideas for skits, and a few of
them eventually became frequent
creative sources for the show.
Slowly, the central idea of Gadfly

was warped: humor became a frequent must, and the intense, careful agitation of a gadfly started
playing second fiddle.
The nature of Gadfly TV is
that it can only be as subversive
and intellectually stimulating as
its creative core of students. I’m
not trying to call out any particular student or even any particular groups of students—many of
Gadfly’s ideas are picked up on the
streets, carried by word of mouth.
I’ve been intermittently involved
with Gadfly TV in the past and
often found it extremely difficult
to consistently bring thoughtprovoking ideas to the drawing board; Gadfly’s task is by no
means an easy one.

SLUH students: don’t be upset or bummed out when you
watch a Gadfly skit that doesn’t
make you chuckle. That might not
be the intention, and sometimes
you might get bit a day or even a
week later with the real meaning
of the piece. Gadfly idea-people
of the new generation: keep in
mind that when it comes down to
it, Gadfly shouldn’t be only about
being funny. Socrates said his role
as a gadfly was “to sting people
and whip them into a fury, all
in the service of truth.” If SLUH
lets Gadfly wither into a neutral,
humor-centered TV show about
SLUH, we as a school will pay the
price of stagnancy.

Many SLUH students perform in Nerinx
production of Thoroughly Modern Millie
BY Sam Fentress
CORE STAFF

A

lthough St. Louis U. High
students have performed on
Nerinx Hall’s Heagney Theatre
stage before, this year’s production of Thoroughly Modern Millie,
which debuted last Friday, has an
unusually high concentration of
SLUH students.
“It’s been awesome,” said senior Jake Wobbe, who plays a
Chinese henchman in the show.
Seniors Harold Wayne and
Wobbe and junior Alex Ayala
make up three of the four male
leads in the musical. Juniors Nate
Cummings and Joel Wilper are
also in the cast. In addition, senior Gabe Newsham is playing
clarinet, flute, and alto sax in the
orchestra.
“It’s kind of like we took over
Nerinx,” said Wobbe.
“The music is mostly pretty simple but still challenging
enough to be interesting and fun,”

said Newsham, one of only two
high school-age musicians in the
orchestra pit. “The singers are just
wonderful.”
According to Wobbe, having
a cluster of SLUH students in the
show has been enjoyable.
“It’s really fun because we
know each other,” said Wobbe.
“It’s a cool bonding experience:
leaving SLUH’s mark on Nerinx’s
theater.”
Thoroughly Modern Millie
follows the title character as she
pursues life in 1920’s New York
City and attempts to marry into
money. The show has nine principal roles. Wayne plays Trevor
Graydon III, a businessman
whom Millie is interested in marrying.
“It’s a good show when it’s
done properly,” said Wobbe, who
has been in the show twice and
said Nerinx’s production is in key.
The show may have a chance
at winning a few Cappies, local

awards for high school theater.
“The Cappies came on Saturday, and I think that was our best
show yet,” said Wobbe.
Learning lines proved especially difficult for Wobbe and
Ayala, who play the two Chinese
henchman and had to learn lines
in Cantonese.
“It was really hard,” said
Wobbe. “They gave us a CD which
translated (the lines) and told us
how to say (them).”
Cummings, Wobbe, and
Newsham all acknowledged there
were some difficulties the first
night of the show.
“There has been a little bit
of disorganization, but overall I
think it’s going pretty well,” said
Cummings.
Thoroughly Modern Millie
has three more performances this
weekend: Friday or Saturday at
7:30 and Sunday at 2:00, at Nerinx.

The cartoon does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Prep News or St.
Louis U. High.
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BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

S

now globes, hats with fish on
them, wiffle-ball bats, jerseys:
everyone loves a free ballpark
promotion. Recently, St. Louis
U. High senior Joe Mueller summarized the best promotions in
Major League Baseball (MLB) for
the national uniform blog, Uni
Watch.
Uni Watch is an online publication known for “the obsessive study of athletics aesthetics.”
Mueller approached weekend editor Phil Hecken after deciding to
write an article about MLB promotions.
Normally, promotions are

bobbleheads or jerseys given away
to fans as an appreciation of their
support for the team. They include a wide range of items, and
are produced by the thousands to
give away at select games.
According to Mueller, Paul
Lukas, who writes the blog, goes
on a month-long ‘blogcation’ every year, so he can regroup and
prepare an ESPN article during
that time.
“When (Lukas leaves), I will
often put out the word that I’m
hoping for those with ideas for
columns to contact me and pitch
me their ideas. Joe contacted me
and suggested the column on
MLB promotions,” said Hecken in

an email to the Prep News.
Mueller’s interest in MLB
promotions goes way back.
“Growing up as a kid, I was
always big on promotions, and I
always loved going to the game
and getting promotions,” Mueller said. “I started writing in my
spare time about the ones that I
thought were cool.”
For his article, Mueller
scoured every MLB team website to find its promotions on his
research, which took about eight
hours.
Normally, Uni Watch runs
pieces about professional and college uniforms, among others, but
Hecken said that the site isn’t all

November 15, 2013

about uniforms, as the name suggests.
“Ballpark giveaways, while
not strictly uniforms, are certainly in the general realm of athletics
aesthetics,” said Hecken. “It was
one of the more enjoyable columns I worked on this summer.”
Mueller also works on his
own website, Professional Promotions, which focuses solely on
promotions throughout the world
of professional sports. Recently,
Mueller was in California, and
collected a few promotions along
the way.
“(The website) has kind of
stopped since I started school, but
I have done soccer promotions

for the San Jose Earthquakes,
San Francisco Giants promotions
during the summer,” said Mueller.
“I was into the Santa Clara/San
Jose area for their promotions.”
Mueller has also thought
about expanding his promotion search to other professional
sports leagues such as the National Hockey League and National
Football League.
Mueller continues to write on
his website, and his other articles
about promotions can be found
at www.professionalpromotions.
wordpress.com.

What is that? Cell tower story reveals bunker beneath SLUH grounds
BY Leo Heinz
CORE STAFF

B

eyond the halls of St. Louis U.
High and beyond parked faculty cars, a green fence surrounds
a blue railing that leads to a stairwell nestled in the northwest corner of the Oakland lot. If you have
ever wondered why that area was
kept apart or what those blue railings lead to, read on.
In 1998, the cell phone provider Nextel approached SLUH
with plans for installing a cellular
communications tower on site.
Part of the negotiated deal included a multi-purpose tower masked

by a light pole for the football field
and responsible for sending and
receiving signals.
Nextel also needed a place to
store back-up battery equipment
and internet communication access for the cell tower. A small
piece of land towards the top of
the football stadium was ideal due
to its close proximity to the tower.
Thus, a bunker was built by, paid
for, and maintained by Nextel.
Nextel then leased the tower and
bunker from SLUH.
SLUH had very little reason
to access the bunker when it was

Directly to the right: A view into into the bunker
standing at the door.
Far right: A control panel inside the bunker.
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Directly above: The steps leading down to te buneker. The two AC units are
in the background.
Directly to the right: The railing surrounding the steps leading down to the
bunker.

being used by Nextel.
“Once this cell tower was in
place, it basically ran on its own.”
explained Director of Facilities
Joe Rankin. “(Nextel) would have
ways to determine whether they
needed to come here or not, just
by certain electronic gadgets that
they would have on site to monitor their equipment as well as the
HVAC units, just like the way
(Rick) Figge and I have ways to
adjust the school’s AC systems
without actually having to be
here. We can do that from our
house.”

The two AC systems in the
bunker kept the room at a constant temperature to combat the
equipment’s generating a considerable amount of heat.
The bunker and the cell tower remained fully functional until
November 2012, when Nextel,
which is now owned by Sprint,
bought out the remaining time in
their lease with SLUH.
After the Nextel-Sprint
merger in 2005, Nextel towers had slowly been phased out.
SLUH declined Nextel’s offer to
fill in the bunker, returning it to

how it was prior to their arrival in
the late 1990’s.
I wouldn’t know exactly how
the next cell company would want
(the bunker) set up, so we haven’t
made any changes. We haven’t
taken anything out,” Rankin said.
Rankin said that SLUH
would be willing to lease the tower
and bunker out to another company if interest was expressed. So
far, Rankin has not received any
phone calls.
In the meantime, the bunker
remains climate-controlled and
ready to be used again.
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Robotics Club redesigned
BY Nick Scheer and
REPORTER, CORE STAFF

J

Jack Kiehl

uniors Eric Berg and Alex Beffa
have revived the previously inactive Robotics Club.
The Robotics Club centers
around a national robotics competition in the FIRST Robotics
Competition (FRC) league. High
schools interested in robotics
compete in regional and championship events.
Each team receives a kit in
January and has two months to
build a robot before the regional
competition in March. The robot
comes along with a mission for
what it should be designed to do,
such as throwing a frisbee. For the
championship competition, the
team will be paired up with teams
from other schools and they will
compete together to do the assigned task.
Berg and Beffa started the
club to interest people in robotics
and engineering.
At the moment, the club consists mostly of juniors and seniors,
but they hope to pique the interest
of freshmen and sophomores who
can lead the club in the future.
“We hope that this club stays
once we leave. We want this to
continue,” said Berg.

A few teachers will be assisting the Robotics Club, including
computer teacher Steve Nicolerott
and math teacher Dan See. Theatre teacher and technician Tim
Moore and maintenance worker
Steve DeBrecht will also be helping with tools and work spaces.
The main moderator will be math
teacher Tracy Lyons.
This is not the first time a
Robotics Club has been at SLUH.
The club’s meeting space has robots from previous competitions,
the most recent being from about
two years ago.
The team, which held its first
official meeting yesterday, is looking for those who are proficient in
programming, design, and mechanical building to help work the
robot. Since they do not have the
kit yet, they will work on planning
and discussing strategies to build
the robot together.
“The main thing we’re going
to do is separate the people into
the three categories … that will
work on different aspects of the
robot,” said Berg.
“I hope that they could
build a good sense of teamwork
amongst their other peers,” said
Lyons.
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From the other side: Southern Illinois
Club forms to support IL students
BY Daniel
REPORTER

Lally

T

he St. Louis U. High Southern
Illinois Club, better known as
SoIL, is, “an organization for the
prosperity of Illinois students at
SLUH, along with incoming Illinois students at SLUH,” as cofounder and junior Matthew
Bates described it. The goal of
SoIL, according to Bates, involves
a number of different ideas and
plans throughout the year.
One of the main intentions
of the club is to answer the many
uncertainties that the incoming students from Illinois might
have, which include questions
like “What happens to my old
friends?” and “How do I get back
and forth from school?”
According to Bates, he, like
many other Illinois students,
knows people who could have
gone to SLUH, but decided to
stay on the side of the river where
things are a bit easier for them.
SoIL is planning to start a
mentorship program for freshman from Illinois.
“It is much easier for an
upperclassman that is actually
from Illinois to relate to a freshman from Illinois, because for
many, their senior advisor is not

enough,” said Bates.
Members of SoIL are beginning to attend sporting events on
the Illinois side of the river that
do not get a whole lot of publicity.
“I think it would be nice to
have at least some people there to
cheer us on,” said Bates.
SoIL has already partnered
with ACES in planning a spring
mixer. SoIL is also planning to
work with French teacher Suzanne Renard and the Staycation
Club to explore places in Illinois
or places in Missouri that many of
the Illinoisans have never been to
before.
Although the concept of
SoIL may sound unnecessary to
a student from Missouri, Bates
believes that its intentions will be
appreciated by, and very helpful
for Illinois students.
“SLUH just doesn’t understand how much Illinoisans have
to give up in order to come here.
Ever since we’ve started coming
here, a lot of our Illinois friends
have slowly started to disappear,”
said Bates.
Even though Bates and cofounder Conner Brinkmann have
made a lot of new friends through
their years here, they emphasize
how difficult the transition as

5

freshmen was for them, since they
only came here knowing a couple
of people.
The SoIL leaders encourage
the participation of students from
Missouri.
“These two states that have
been kicking at each other for so
many years can finally join together as a unified society,” said
Brinkmann.
No matter which way one
may look at it, SoIL is an innovative club that “is long overdue,”
as stated by moderator and Fine
Arts and English teacher Mark
Cummings.
Bates hopes that an effect of
SoIL will be a spike in the number
of Illinois kids attending SLUH,
and that relational problems
between Missouri and Illinois,
however trivial they may be, will
finally be resolved.

Classifieds
Artwork | Paul J Fister
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Santels honor Houlihan with endowed scholarship

photo | Ben Banet

(continued from page 1)
endeavors, with their philanthropy, volunteer service, just
with an orientation towards taking care of this place,” said President David Laughlin. “So they are
a special family in that regard for
St. Louis U. High.”
The scholarship is fully endowed and will be given based on
financial need.
“It’s a great honor namely
because it is truly the gift that
keeps on giving. It’s amazing to
realize that long after I am dead,
this scholarship in my name will
still be helping people in need get
a great education. It is also very
humbling to think that there are
other people related to SLUH who
are as deserving or even more
deserving than myself to have a
scholarship in their honor,” said
Houlihan.
Houlihan graduated from
SLUH in 1952. He has served in
a variety of roles including principal of SLUH and DeSmet and
president of Regis High School
in Denver, Col. (For a closer look

at Houlihan’s long, storied career,
see John Webb’s feature on him in
Prep News Volume 77, Issue 5).
Houlihan has known Tom
Santel since he taught him at
SLUH. “I later met Tom’s folks
Wally and Catherine,” said Houlihan. “Their dedication to education was inspiring. The whole
family is extremely dedicated
to education and generosity.
They have all done service here
at SLUH, and Jim Santel (who
taught English at SLUH last year)
did ASC. The family is truly men
and women for others; they passionately follow the Grad at Grad.
All of this reflects on the incredible generosity of the family.”
Laughlin said of Houlihan,
“He’s friends to so many. I think
it’s a great honor for a great man
who’s very humble and goes about
his business in quiet ways. He’s
kind of one of those giants; students he teaches today might not
know that much about him. He’s
certainly not the type of person to
draw attention to himself.”

Ralph Houhilan, S.J. with (from left) Jim, Tom, and Mary Pat Santel after being honored with the endowed scholarship.

Tom Santel said, “ I’ve known
him (Houlihan) since I was 16
years old. To me he’s a great Jesuit,

he’s down to earth, very spiritual,
very smart. He’s a great leader,
and I think he deserves to be hon-

ored. He’s meant a lot to (SLUH).
He’s been a steady calm. He lives
the Ignatian ideal.”

Latin students attend Illinois Classical convention, earn awards
BY Sam Chechik
REPORTER

S

t. Louis U. High’s Latin scholars had recent success in the
past weekend’s Junior Classical
League South Convention winning trivia contests and mock
Olympic Games.
Nineteen students and two
faculty moderators attended the
2013 Illinois Junior Classical
League (IJCL) South Convention
at Collinsville High School on
Nov. 9. Latin teacher Jennifer Ice
was invited by another teacher at
Collinsville High School to attend
the convention. The Collinsville
Latin Club presented and organized the event.
The convention started with
the lighting of the torch and the
recitation of the National Junior
Classical League (NJCL) creed.
This was followed by the Treasurer’s report and nominations
for new officers. After that, Ron
Adam’s “Cupid and Psyche” was
performed.
Schools then took turns performing their own skits centered
around the convention’s theme,
Veritas Numquam Perit or “Truth
Never Perishes.”
SLUH’s skit was a reenactment of a decimation of Roman
soldiers. “Truth,” played by Robby Schaefer, was the tenth soldier, but when the drill sergeant,
played by Peter Volmert, tried to
kill Truth, Truth killed him because “Truth Never Perishes.”
After the nominations, a costume contest was held.
IJCL-South Idea Sharing,
which was the brainstorming of
ways to improve Latin courses and
clubs in other schools, showed
videos made by different schools.
Also, a short video about the IJCL-North Convention was shown

and another segment about Stella
the Puella was shown.
Academic tests occurred
right before lunch, and they were
comprised of four different Latin
subjects: vocabulary, derivatives,
mythology, and Roman life. There
were tests for all four levels. During lunch, participants had the
chance to vote on different art
projects and models on Roman
life.
The Olympic Games, consisting of Roman games such as javelin, discus, and foot races, were
held outside in the commons area
of Collinsville; three SLUH students participated.
Certamen, the Latin equivalent of quiz bowl, was held inside,
and there were three levels: Open,
Lower Level, and Upper Level.
There were two rounds at this
convention instead of one like the
Missouri convention.
“I like Missouri’s more because it is more of a big deal since
it is closer to the end of the year,
and it is the entire state instead
of just southern Illinois,” said Joe
Slama, captain of the Upper Level
team. “Certamen is more hyped
up there with it being the ‘main
attraction,’ and it is my favorite
part of the convention, besides
participating and winning the
mythology video competition. I
would definitely come back.”
At the end of the convention,
the announcement of awards was
held along with the installation of
new officers.
SLUH won several awards
at the ceremony, including third
place overall in academic tests,
first place in Upper Level certamen, second place in Lower Level
certamen, and first place in the
mythology video competition.
Individual students also ex-

photo | courtesy of Joe Slama

Attendees of the Illinois Latin convention pose with their trophies in costume.

celled in the academic tests category, with freshman Jonah Shaver
winning first place for mythology
level one, freshman Matt Godar
winning third place for mythology level one, sophomore James
Leahy winning first place for mythology level two, junior Kevin
Thomas winning first place for
mythology level three, junior Peter Volmert winning third place
in mythology level three, and
senior Jack Godar winning first
place for mythology level four.
SLUH did well in the Roman
life category. Freshman Robby
Schaeffer won first place in level
one, freshman Dominick Gherar-

dini won second place in level
one, and junior Jack Barbey took
first place in level three.
In the derivatives section,
SLUH received awards with freshman Colin Burke winning second
place in first level, freshman Matt
Smith winning third place in first
level, junior Joe Slama winning
first place in level three, and senior David Greaves winning third
place in level four.
In the Olympics, SLUH won
first place in javelin with Kevin
Thomas’ throw, third place in
discus with Jack Barbey’s throw,
third place in tug-of-war, and second place in school spirit.

“Taking into account that this
was my first Latin convention, it
was still a very wonderful experience,” said freshman Joe Fentress.
“The group of guys that we went
with was great. The juniors’ and
seniors’ experience with conventions helped because they knew
what they were doing. My favorite part of the convention was the
Olympics, and I participated in
the discus throw, in which I was
given a circular piece of pita bread
that I launched ten feet, when the
record was over 300 feet. I definitely look forward to the next
Latin convention.”
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Finazzo scores scholarship despite sleepless nights and Snickers
(continued from page 1)
on their success in their regional
qualifying rounds. The observers followed the participants to
China but did not compete in the
challenges.
For participants like Finazzo,
the time in Beijing was a brief
period of relaxation and fun before a tide of work came during
the competition. But even with
the forging of new friendships
and the opportunity to see some
of the most famous sights in the
country, Beijing wasn’t especially
glamorous for Finazzo.
“We saw the Great Wall and
Tiananmen (Square)… there was
actually a Russian-Franco-Chinese alliance ceremony going on,
so we heard (ceremonial) gunfire
and canons. It was eerie … and
foggy,” said Finazzo on his time
in the nation’s capital. “And the
hotel we were in … (Professor)
Fang sent me a text that read, ‘Beware the shower.’ The water that
came out of it was all brown and
sludgy.”
Much of the time in Beijing
was spent gathering footage of the
competitors enjoying themselves
in China to be used in subsequent
montages on the competition’s
television program. Camera crews
ran around incessantly asking the
students what they thought about
China and what they liked about
the sights they were visiting. Such
attention made Finazzo quickly
realize the size of the competition.
“From the time when we
left Beijing, that’s when it kind of
kicked in that this was probably a
bigger deal than I had thought it
was going to be,” said Finazzo.
With thousands of Chinese
people watching the telecast from
all over the country, the weight of
his performance was very much
on Finazzo’s mind. No longer was
he in a small auditorium at Webster, singing in front of perhaps 50
students, teachers, and parents.
Though the environment
was not cutthroat, and the international friendships he formed
were still very much more important to him than his success in the
competition, an air of intensity
loomed in a corner of Finazzo’s
mind as he deplaned in Kunming.
“The teachers just said,
‘You’ve got to put your game
face on now,’ because, you know,
you’re live,” he said on his arrival
after a three hour flight to China’s
southwest city.
But fortunately for Finazzo,
a bit of luck had placed him with
a teammate that would help ease
the pressure of the impending
challenges.
“I can’t emphasize the importance of this enough; my teammate was kind of designated to
be the star. She had grandparents
come to China in the ’30s … and
she’d been there eight times. Her
speaking was impeccable … And
so, from the time we arrived, they
focused the cameras on her and
made this documentary about
her,” said Finazzo.
That teammate was Atlanta
native Claire Adair, whose speaking talents and knowledge of Chinese culture helped surge her and
Finazzo’s team to both the front
of the competition and the audience’s interest.
“Most of the time, the cam-

eras were basically following her
around, but then since I was her
teammate, they would follow me
around too,” Finazzo said of the
personal attention he eventually
received once team assignments
were made known.
Now in Kunming, all of Finazzo’s efforts turned to preparing
for the upcoming competition.
The participants took part in four
main challenges: an electronic
test on aspects of Chinese culture,
a speech followed immediately
by a talent performance, a series
of cultural games, and a special
flower arrangement activity.
“The test was actually the
same as the practice exam they
had given us before we arrived, so
Claire and I finished in ten minutes with easy 100 percents,” Finazzo said. “But there was this guy
with a big camera filming literally
over my shoulder the whole time
I took it.”
Outside of the test, most of
Finazzo’s early time in Kunming
was spent in the dormitory building at Yunnan Normal University,
both the campus where he stayed
throughout the trip and the site of
the upcoming performances and
ceremonies.
“I roomed with a Latvian,
and Claire was next door with
his teammate. We spent most of
our time going over our speeches
again and again in our respective
rooms and in the lobby of the
dorm,” said Finazzo. Because of
an unexpected rule change, that
speech was relatively unfamiliar
to Finazzo.
“They changed the topic of
the speech from (being unrestricted) to ‘My Life at Chinese
Bridge.’ So my speech went from
focusing on the last time I was in
Nanjing to, ‘Thank you so much,
Chinese Bridge! China is the best
country! I love everyone,’” said
Finazzo.
The newness of this second
speech led to a flub in Finazzo’s
delivery.
“I forgot my introduction,”
he said. “I said a few things, but
then I paused for about five seconds and then I picked it back up
at talking about my song. So that
wasn’t good. It cut my speech a
half a minute short.”
Fortunately, Finazzo’s rendition of, “I’m really great,” really was great enough to make
up for his errors in the speech. In
the end, Adair and Finazzo got
the same score for the combined
speech and talent.
Having completed the cultural games— which involved variations of hopscotch, ball throwing,
and jumping rope— without any
more hitches, Finazzo and Adair
clinched their high final placement with a runaway success in
the competition’s flower arrangement game, a new addition from
the previous year.
In the game, the competitors
had to use a set amount of money
to buy flowers from various fake
salespeople, using Chinese to bargain the prices down to buy more
than the other teams. They then
had to arrange the flowers and deliver a speech on the significance
of their arrangement.
“We had a system,” Finazzo
said. “Basically I would go up to
the salesperson and hug them and
say, ‘Now, you’re not going to give
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From left: Finazzo’s supervisor Li Fang, Finazzo, teammate Claire Adair, and Adair’s supervisor Alice Nan after receiving awards.

us a discount just because we’re
white, are you?’ Which sounds
kind of bizarre to Americans, but
is really funny to the Chinese.
And then I would smile and wave
while Claire talked them down to
a really low price. At the end she
gave this awesome speech she’d
been working on since the trip
had started that sealed it for us, I
think.”
After the competition ended,
the participants’ efforts turned to
the televised closing ceremony.
“The hardest we worked was
definitely for the closing ceremony,” Finazzo said. “I was in a skit

… and since the show was being
broadcast out we had to practice
a ton … toward the end we were
only getting two meals a day.
One day we got a Snickers bar for
lunch and a bowl of rice for dinner. We were working so hard.”
The intensity of the preparation took a physical toll on Finazzo, who also reported hardly
sleeping the last three days in
China. But the night before the
closing ceremony, the results
were revealed to the contestants.
Finazzo’s America Team Two had
sealed second place, losing to
the first place Canadian team by

merely 0.7 percent.
With the second place finish, Finazzo won a full scholarship to any university in China
for the 2014-2015 school year. But
he isn’t yet convinced he wants to
delay his start in college to stay in
China for a year.
“I haven’t decided if I’m going to use it yet,” he said. “Either
way, I can’t believe what a great
experience the trip was. The best
part was definitely meeting all the
people from around the world.
They were just some of the brightest people I’ve ever met.”

Scholar Bowl sustains undefeated record
BY Matt
REPORTER

Godar

T

he Saint Louis U. High varsity
Scholar Bowl team enjoyed
another successful event this
Tuesday, winning all three of its
matches and maintaining its flawless record for the league season.
The team, a mix of newer competitors and veterans, defeated
Vianney, Rosati Kain, and Bishop
Dubourg at the event.
“We beat them with mostly
an inexperienced team, and it was
a good match,” said Scholar Bowl
coach Frank Corley.
At this event, the normal

rotation for the varsity team was
changed up a bit. Usually, four or
five students will show up for the
matches, with the fifth player rotating in. However, at this event,
numerous juniors and seniors
showed up to help the team.
“We had eight or nine guys
on the varsity team that contributed,” said senior Rob Hayes.
“We did well enough to be
able to substitute a lot of guys in,
which was a lot of fun,” said senior Noah Weber.
The junior varsity squad
also competed in three matches
on Tuesday, although the results

from the matches are mixed. The
team won all three matches, but
unfortunately had to forfeit the
matches due to an ineligible junior player that the team played
accidentally.
In the Scholar Bowl league,
juniors and seniors are required
to play on the varsity team, and
freshmen and sophomores must
play on the junior varsity team.
Corley was quick to take the
blame, saying, “It was just a mistake on my part. He had never
played before, so I said, ‘Go ahead
and play with junior varsity.’”

“No wars declared” at Model UN session
BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

S

t. Louis U. High’s Model United Nations participated in the
Civitas High School Model United Nations session on Nov. 9, discussing resolutions and proposals
based on the countries that the
students represented.
Students throughout Missouri participated in the competitions at the Alberici Building in
Overland. Eight SLUH students
participated in the event: seniors
Pat Ogden, Ryan Cailteux, and
Jim Gasch; junior Nick Perryman;
sophomores Nick Gillan, Matt

Rodriguez, and David Dowd-Nieto; and freshman Max Prosperi.
These students represented
the United States (Ogden), Japan
(Perryman and Prosperi), Russia
(Prosperi), Germany (Cailteux),
the Netherlands (Dowd-Nieto
and Rodriguez), Israel (Gasch),
and Ireland (Gillan).
All delegates discussed a UN
military, among other things.
“The resolutions that were
discussed were all very interesting and thought-provoking,”
said Gillan. “The delegates were
all respectful to one another, but
there was also a level of ambition

to achieve the best for each of our
countries.”
Each student, or delegate,
had to construct a resolution to
present to the assembly. These
resolutions were then voted on by
other delegates, who voted “based
on whether or not the resolution
would benefit their country and
their allies,” said Gillan.
“It was a lot of fun,” said
Gasch. “A lot of heated debate, but
good news: there were no wars
declared.”
“I thoroughly enjoyed it,” said
moderator Tom Wilson. “The students did a great job of representing their countries and SLUH.”
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New roof garden tended by students; aims Rams lose after Cruz
to reduce runoff, control temperature
misses first home game
in 9 years, like most other
games he has attended
photo | Mr. Bill Anderson

BY Jack Perryman
REPORTER

son. “He’s just a picture of the
Rams for the last nine years: runince 2004, Assistant Director ning hard, and playing hard, and
of Admissions Adam Cruz, the Rams sucking. He was a horse,
has gone to every Rams home and I was heartbroken when he
game. Nine straight years of at- left.”
tending games with his father:
Cruz, like any other dedicated
that’s 76 Sunday afternoons at the fan, has his best and worst memEdward Jones Dome, usually sit- ories. His best memories were
ting in the same section 319.
in 2011, when the Rams played
Cruz, who considers him- the Saints. “The Rams throttled
self
a
them,
the
die-hard Cruz said he began liking the Rams killed
Rams’
the
Saints,
fan, had Rams at the age of 9 “which who were reto end
ally good that
the inwas unfortunate because year,” said
credible
Cruz.
streak
that’s when they started
His othjust two
er
favorite
weeks
getting crummy.”
memory was
ago for
last year when
SLUH’s
the Rams beat
annual Open House. “I knew the 49ers 13-10 in overtime. “That
about it pretty early on, so I had was the best game I’ve ever been
time to prepare myself. Although, to. The Dome was rockin’ for
the game I missed, the Rams lost.” once.”
Cruz said that he started
The incredible thing about
liking the Rams when he was Cruz’s love for the Rams is not
around nine, “which was unfor- his record. It is his memory. He
tunate because that’s when they remembers everything about the
started getting crummy,” said Rams: the matchups, the scores,
Cruz. Cruz alternated between the players, the records, the disgoing to the games with his mom appointments, and the triumphs.
and dad until she started wearing Cruz has an encyclopedic knowlNew Orleans Saints gear to the edge of the Rams, one that only
games. “That wasn’t gonna fly,” he comes with dedication.
said. Cruz even left his own Open
His worst memory was when
House tour of SLUH early so that the Rams played the Seahawks in
he could get to the game on time. 2007. The Rams, who were down
He has no game day supersti- by five on the 3-yard line with a
tions, except that he never brings few seconds to go, had their backhis phone into the Dome.
up quarterback, Gus Frerotte,
“I don’t want to know what in the game because Bulger, the
people are saying about the starter, was hurt. Frerotte fumRams,” he said.
bled the ball, and time expired.
Cruz isn’t overly passionate The Rams lost 24-19.
about the Rams fans themselves.
When asked why he still
“We have a terrible fan base,” he loved the Rams, considering that
said. “Evthey haven’t
ery
once
had a winin a while
“They’re my team, and
ning season
during the
since 2003
nine years,
I’m not going to
(when the
there’s been
Class
of
a couple of
abandon my team.”
2016 was
times where
in Kindereither we’ve
garten), he
sold … or given our tickets away, said, “They’re my team, and I’m
and my dad and I have had to not going to abandon my team.”
scalp tickets and sit in the noseCruz is still optimistic about
bleeds, and I actually love sitting his team. The playoffs may be far
in the nosebleeds. My favorite off this year, but Cruz said, “We’ll
aspect (about the Dome) would have a great squad next year, and
probably be sitting in the nose- if there is anything I’ve learned
bleeds with the real diehard fans from being a Rams fan, there’s aland getting a little rowdy late in ways next year.”
the game.” said Cruz
Unlike most other St. LouFor a regular Rams fan, a loss isans, Cruz focuses on a team that
is somewhat expected. But for is somewhat left in the shadows
Cruz, a loss wrecks his day. “On of the St. Louis sports scene. “St.
the converse,” he said, “when the Louis sports fans are spoiled,” said
Rams win, my entire week is liter- Cruz. Even with the perennial
ally amazing.”
success of the Cardinals and upCruz, who lives and dies with and-coming Blues, Cruz will be
the Rams, has personally seen his staying with the Rams, a true fan
beloved team go 28-47 in nine waiting for a winning season.
years at the Dome, with a home
As for the game on Sunday
winning percentage of .373. Hap- against the Bears, you’ll find Cruz
py weeks haven’t come too often.
there in section 319, in the same
His favorite player, although place that he’s been for the past
he hates the cliché, is Steven Jack- nine years, minus a game.

S

Seniors David Bosslet, Nick Boyd, and Tom Rubio analyze their garden.

Hardy sedum plants
will grow in 100 trays
roughly above 215-C
BY Paul J. Fister
STAFF ARTIST

A

new, different kind of garden
has been introduced to St.
Louis U. High through the efforts
of science teacher Bill Anderson
and his Advanced Placement Environmental Science class. The
garden has been in the works
since the summer, but within the
last week, the seniors in the class,
under Anderson’s direction, finished planting. Why haven’t you
seen or heard of the garden? Well,
it’s on the roof.
For the last several years, Anderson’s Environmental Science
classes have taken part in annual
projects that benefit the school.
Such projects have included evaluating and making the recycling
program at SLUH more efficient,
presenting the administration
with ideas on making the school
more sustainable, and creating
the aquaponics system, which
sits in Anderson’s classroom. This
year’s project is the green roof.
“With any of (the projects), it
depends on partly what’s crossed
my path recently, and green roofs
are starting to get more and more
common. You can kind of peek
out the window and see the Science Center’s,” said Anderson.
“It’s a move to help with energy
efficiency, a move to help with
storm water runoff, with things
like that.”
The idea of a green roof is not
a new one; dozens of structures in
St. Louis have vegetation of some
sort on the roof of their buildings, including New City School,
Washington University, and, as

Anderson said, the Science Center (you can see it from the roof of
SLUH, if you squint).
“It seemed like the next logical step,” said Anderson. “We’ve
got a lot of big, flat, open roof.”
According to Anderson,
green roofs have numerous benefits.
“Part of the idea is that they
help prevent a lot of storm water
runoff. They should hold some of
the moisture: the plants will use
some of the moisture and some
will just be transpired into the atmosphere,” Anderson explained.
“Another plus is, generally, with
thermal capabilities, they’re supposed to help reduce the amount
of sunlight that hits the rooftop
and help cool the roof underneath
it.”
The “they” Anderson refers
to is the 100 plastic trays that
are currently on the roof. The
trays were specifically designed
to be used for a green roof, and
each one is filled with a varying
amount of both haydite, a rocky
substance, and compost from St.
Louis Composting, who also supply the compost used in the community garden.
Starting last Friday (Nov. 8)
through this Wednesday, both
sections of Anderson’s Environmental Science class helped construct the green roof. Students met
at the loading dock at the south
end of senior hallway during class
to shovel the growing medium
into the trays, bring them up to
the roof, and plant various kinds
of a plant called sedum.
The students’ work came after researching green roofs at the
beginning of the year in class.
“We went online and researched the various environmental benefits to a green roof,”
explained environmental science
student Michael Daugherty.
This process included finding
who has green roofs, what they

are made of, why they were built,
and what plants are used.
“We were supposed to suggest three plants for the roof and
how much they would cost, so
we all went to nursery websites,
or went to nurseries, and found
plants that we thought would be
good for our green roof,” said
Daugherty.
The sedum plants, they
found, are optimal for a green
roof, being able to withstand roof
conditions.
“They’re perennials that will
come back every year and tolerate
the harsh conditions on the roof,”
Anderson explained.
There are now 100 two-bytwo trays on the roof, approximately above 215c and the science office. This doesn’t cover up
a massive space on the roof, but
that may mean expansion in the
future, according to facilities director Joe Rankin.
“This will give us an idea of
how much rain water (the trays)
will absorb, and not actually put
off into runoff, into the MSD
(Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer
District),” said Rankin. “It’s more
of a science project to figure out
the facilities end of it, what a
green roof can do to a facility’s
rooftop ... seeing how much it can
affect the coolness of the rooftop,
it will absorb some of the heat and
not pass down to the ceiling below.”
By putting only 100 trays
on the roof for now, Rankin and
Anderson can observe and determine how much more they want
to do, according to Rankin.
The tough and hearty sedum
plants will spend their first winter up on the roof. In the spring,
the plants will flourish, and they
will be measured again by the
environmental science class and
monitored for as long as the garden holds.
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XC races to repeat title
(continued from page 1)
Despite the seven dollar entry fee, a large number of parents, siblings, and SLUH students
flooded the course’s sidelines to
cheer on the XCBills. The Blue
Army—XC’s version of Blue
Crew—made an appearance
thanks to senior cross-country
captain Jerry Amsler’s bringing two gallons of washable blue
paint to the meet. The Blue Army
helped boost the runners’ morale
throughout the day.
Like usual, the strategy for
the runners was to race smart.
“Our plan was to have our
pack all around places 25 to 30 at
the mile, and we did that perfectly,” Rubio said. “From there, our
plan was to just move up and see
what we could do.”
At the three-mile mark, junior Shayn Jackson led the team
in 13th place with junior Jack Sullivan trailing at 17th place, and junior Thomas Hogan followed the
two in 23rd place.
The finishers for SLUH were
senior captains Tom Rubio (50th)
and John Esswein (125th), juniors
Shayn Jackson (13th), Jack Sullivan (18th), Thomas Hogan (25th)
and Matthew Hennessey (42nd),
and sophomore Joe Butler (72nd).
“I knew by a mile and a half
that it wasn’t my day, and after
Firehouse Hill around two miles,
I thought I was going to fall way
off, but I just tried to hold on for
my team and stay where I was,
and that was enough,” said Rubio.

Along with Rubio, Hennessey faced fatigue despite the
adrenaline rush from participating in the state race.
“I think I may have suffered
from exhaustion and nerves in
combination with the physically exhausting act of racing,”
Hennessey said, “Pain kicked in
around two miles into the race,
and not finishing wasn’t an option. I carried on to the finish and
practically passed out.”
After the race, Porter huddled the team for prayer and
then told the team about the apparent second place finish. The
team was told that they were just
three points shy of the initial state
champions, Lafayette. After Lafayette’s coach, Sean O’Connor,
dug further into his team’s initial
success, he discovered that one of
his alternates had been recorded
as finishing in 17th place. With
the shift in points, SLUH ascended to first with Rockbridge trailing 16 points behind. Lafayette
finished third overall.
In response to the championship, senior captain John Esswein said, “It feels awesome. It is
definitely the hard work that got
us to this title reclamation. I look
at a guy like Tom Hogan, and I see
how he was at 19:40 his freshman
year, and I then look at the hard
work he did, and now he is an allstate athlete and his personal record is 16:22. Something like that
is hard work and that’s definitely
what this team is about.”
“It has been a great journey. I’ve definitely come a long

way in the past three seasons. It
was a good season, and we put
in a lot of work together. We really came together as a team, and
we raced really well today,” said
junior Thomas Hogan. “My suggestion to get faster is to run in
the off season, and train hard. If
you’re committed to being fast
you will get fast.”
After being asked how it felt
to run his first state race—since
he was supposed to run at state
for the past three years but was
injured— Esswein said, “Oh man,
the race was nuts. It was a tough
course. At the end of the day, it
feels good to know that I finally
got on that state course and got a
race there.”
“We all had a good day and
people stepped up. Also, we had
great fans cheering us on; it really
helps,” said Butler. “The nerves
got to me, this being my first time
really seeing the course but I was
happy with the race.”
“I think we all had the potential, but none of us had that good
of races throughout the season
before the state championship,”
said junior and all-state runner
Jack Sullivan, who finished second for SLUH. “We didn’t care
about the pain, and we tried to
work together. It is nice to see it
pay off after all the hard work over
the season. Last season, I finished
in 96th place, and this year I finished in 18th place. I was pleasantly surprised.”
After coaching on a fourth
state championship team, coach
Brian Gilmore said, “I am exhila-

rated and exhausted.” He mentioned that the key ingredients
to winning a state championship
with no phenomenal runners are
“pack running, training, and a
positive attitude.”
“They ran the plan, and they
ran it quite well. It was the race
that we were hoping that they
might have,” Gilmore said.
“We won state because of
our team’s skill in packing up and
holding onto each other. We push
ourselves, and each other, to keep
forging ahead,” said Hennessey.
“When the going gets tough, we
find motivation in our teammates. Personally, I don’t feel that
I ran my best race, but what’s important is how we ran as a team.
Together, I feel that we had a good
day.”
“We didn’t have as much success as we wanted in the early part
of the season, but we train to peak
at the end of the season, which is
what we did,” Rubio said. “I think
it took longer this year to find our
team identity in the top seven,
but, for the last three races, it was
there. When Thomas Hogan recited a battle speech from Henry
V the night before state, I think
that identity was crystal clear, and
that definitely helped us win.”
In addition, Rubio attributed
the team’s success to their brand
of training, saying, “We run lots
of hilly workouts and races, probably more than any other team, so
we can be prepared for the toughness of the state course.”
Former coach Jim Linhares
credited the state title to the cross-
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country workouts and Porter and
believes that the team can only get
better from here on out.
“This was a complete team
effort from our top runner to the
97th guy on the team,” said Porter. “They all are part of this title.
I don’t think it was one person’s
race that defined it for us. It was
seven guys working together.”
Of the team’s future, Porter
said, “We don’t have anything together yet, but I think the numbers tell you that we should be
tough again, but so should Lafayette, who is returning six of their
top seven. I believe in slowly
increasing volume over the past
four years, so we will plan on doing the same for next year.”
“Having five returners from
this year’s state team (three of
whom were all-state), as well as
many promising underclassmen
runners, I think we are in good
shape to go for a three-peat. I
definitely would not say it’s guaranteed though,” said Hennessey.
“We have a lot of new kids,
such as sophomore Dustan Davidson, so I’m optimistic. But it’s
always earned; never guaranteed,”
all-state finisher Shayn Jackson
said of the team’s future.
SLUH had a tiny 103 points,
ahead of Rock Bridge’s 119 points
and Lafayette’s 124.
The team appreciated the
consistent support, and will be
sending the top runners and some
seniors to round out the season in Terre Haute, Ind., for the
Nike Cross Nationals on Nov. 17.
photo courtesy of | Jack Sullivan

From left to right: juniors Shayn Jackson, Jack Sullivan, and Thomas Hogan recieve their all-state cross country certificates.
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Nash’s golden goal lifts SLUH to State quarterfinals over CBC
photo | Leo Heinz

degrees. Thankfully, senior Eddie
Howe and some of his teammates
have resurrected the turtleneck,
seeking that little bit of extra
warmth on the pitch.
After the whistle blew, neither team dominated play. In the
first part of the first half, however,
the Soccerbills created considerably more scoring opportunities
than the Cadets.
The Soccerbills created four
good opportunities in the first
twenty minutes but were not able
to execute. During that time, CBC
only had one decent opportunity
which was shut down by Howe’s
speed in the backfield.
Twenty-eight minutes into
the first half, senior Mark Rob-

“We think the
guys have it. They’re
ready.”

-Charlie Martel

Junior Gram Tolish evades a defender in SLUH’s Round of 16 showdown against CBC on Tuesday.

(continued from page 1)
the Cadets on the season, with every game either ending in a tie or
being decided in overtime.
Going into the game, head
coach Charlie Martel was optimistic about his team’s chances
to bring home a win to advance
into the State quarterfinals. After pulling out a victory against
Chaminade, Martel thought that
CBC would be an even better opportunity for his his team to find
a victory.
“Certain teams match up better with other teams,” said Martel

after the game. “Chaminade is not
a good look for us. As you saw,
that was a little dicey the other
night. We feel CBC matches up
a little bit better with us in terms
of the way our two teams play. So
defensively, we’ve been reinforcing a defensive style which keeps
the ball in front of us and closes
down passing lanes for them to
operate in. We think the guys
have it. They’re ready.”
Martel said the Soccerbills
would not be changing the offensive strategy they have been using
for most of the season. That strategy essentially consists of rotating

through five or six players in the
front.
“Everybody’s been contributing on offense,” said Martel. “They
all want to play. So when they get
in, I think they work a little bit
harder to keep their minutes.”
After nearly a week since
their last game against Chaminade, the Jr. Bills and their largest
fan section of the season made it
to CBC to take on the Cadets.
When game time finally
came, the players had to contend
with the twelfth man on the field:
the cold. At the time of the first
whistle, the temperature was 28

inson sent a cross screaming into
the box from the right wing just a
bit in front of the goal. After CBC
goaltender John Huber failed to
hang on to the ball, it went bouncing across the front of the goal until it found the foot of junior forward Clark Conway, who tapped
it into the back of the net to put
SLUH in the lead.
Conway attributed his goal
to the fact that he just happened
to be in the right position when it
counted.
“It was a difficult cross; the
goalie came off his line to get it. It
was a hard save to make, though.
It was such a hard ball that the
goalie just bobbled it. I just followed it through,” said Conway.
Four minutes later, senior
Tommy Hill went down with
an ankle injury that left him on
crutches for the rest of the week.
Hill went down for the first

time at the eight-minute mark
after being run over by CBC defenseman Tommy Lee. Though
he was barely able to walk off the
pitch, Hill had no desire to be
kept out of the game by an injury.
True to form, Hill was up on
his feet and jogging the sidelines
within fifteen minutes. Unfortunately, a few minutes later he went
down again with an injury that
took him out for at least the rest
of the game.
Toward the end of the first
half, CBC began to see a few more
scoring chances. Despite senior
goalkeeper Jack Robinson making several great saves, the Cadets
found their first goal with only
two minutes left in the first half to
tie the score at one.
Nine minutes into the second
half, senior forward Sam Chevalier carried the ball much of the
way down the field. As he neared
the goal line, Chevalier juked his
way around a CBC defenseman
and ripped a shot. Despite Huber’s
diving the right way to block Chevalier’s shot, the ball had enough
pace behind it that he struggled
to hold onto it, and it went rolling past his legs and into the near
corner of the goal, putting SLUH
up 2-1.
Martel had great things to say
about Chevalier’s play on Tuesday
night, applauding his ability to
create a scoring opportunity for
himself.
“Sam was just a horse on
Tuesday night,” said Martel. “He
ran everything down. He was
winning headballs. He gave both
of those center backs a really
tough time.”
Despite SLUH having several good chances to score in the
twenty minutes that followed
Chevalier’s goal, the game remained at 2-1 until CBC forward
Dimitri Sanchez blasted a shot
past Robinson to bring the two
teams even at two.
continued on page 11

After 30 years former soccer rivals reunite as colleagues
photo | courtesy of Tim Leahy

BY Leo Heinz
CORE STAFF

S
Tim Leahy, number 18, and his twin brother, Kevin, number 17, played as
juniors on the 1983 SLUH varsity soccer team.
photo | Stephen Lumetta

Charlie Clark and Tim Leahy together in the Danis Fieldhouse.

t. Louis U. High security staffers Tim Leahy, ’85, and Charlie Clark sit on the same side of
the field now, but 30 years ago,
neither one of them could have
imagined it.
In 1983, SLUH and CBC had
arguably the best soccer teams in
the state. They faced each other
twice in the regular season and
again in the semifinals of the state
championship.
In one of those regular season games, CBC defeated SLUH
2-1. A forward for CBC, Clark
scored one of CBC’s goals. Midfielder Leahy scored the lone goal
for SLUH.
In the semifinals against
CBC, Clark and Leahy would
meet again for the third time in
the season, with Clark starting
at forward and Leahy starting at
midfield.
The game was scoreless
through regulation and four overtime periods, so the officials decided to go along with the unwrit-

ten rule of the time: a shootout
rather than penalty kicks. As in
a hockey shootout, a player starts
at the center line and has five
seconds to shoot the ball. CBC
scored and the game was over.
Through the three games
they played, Clark and Leahy developed a mutual respect for each
other. Leahy recalled a few times
guarding Clark in the regular
reason and said it was always a
challenge, but one that he enjoyed
taking.
Said Clark, “We knew mostly
of each other. I knew of him and
his twin brother who played.
Leahy and another player on our
team did not get along well at all.
It was pretty fierce. He was a very
good player.”
CBC won the state title and
SLUH settled for third with a
2-0 win over Parkway Central in
which Leahy scored the final goal
of the year.
Clark went on to make the
All-State second team, and Leahy
and his twin brother Kevin were
named All-State honorable mention.

Leahy went on to play for the
University of Richmond Spiders
on a scholarship. He was AllConference at Richmond. After
graduating, he went on to play for
the professional team “MISL”, the
St. Louis Storm, for one season.
Clark went to Central Florida
and played soccer before returning to St. Louis to become a policeman. Clark came to SLUH in
2001 and became the assistant
varsity coach in 2002. He had previously coached CBC soccer.
“When (Leahy) came back
up to start working, I was surprised to see him. I hadn’t seen
him in 20 years. Every so often
it’s fun to talk about those games,”
said Clark. “These games, you’ll
remember for the rest of your life,
the good and the bad.”
Leahy said of the SLUH-CBC
rivalry, “It’s a timeless Missouri
high school rivalry where you
have legendary coaches, games,
and players. It’s a neat thing to
have that much respect for an opponent, an adversary. It’s such a
great thing to watch through the
years.”
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Sam Chevalier rips a shot that will put SLUH up 2-1 against CBC.

(continued from page 10)
In the final few minutes of
regular time, the Cadets were
flurrying in an attempt to find another goal. After a stressful final
four minutes, the SLUH defense
came off the pitch having successfully held the Cadets at bay.
As overtime began, it immediately became clear that CBC’s
momentum had dissipated. The
Jr. Bills went on the attack almost
immediately, pushing the ball
deep into CBC’s territory. Their
offensive pressure paid off when
they were awarded a corner kick
after about a minute of overtime
play— the same corner kick that
would lead to Nash’s game-winner.
Martel was amazed with the
drama of Nash’s goal, ecstatic that

his team had come through when
it counted.
“Our theme for the whole
year has been timely goals,” said
Martel. “How was that for a timely goal? When they scored with
three minutes left, we hung on for

“I just love winning like that; it’s just
dramatic.”
—Charlie Martel
dear life for the rest of the half. I
was wondering how we were going to respond, and we really had
such a great effort to get that corner. After that, getting that goal
was just fantastic. I just love winning like that; it’s just dramatic.”

With this dramatic win under their belt, the Soccerbills will
now go on to play the Wildcats
of Eureka, who defeated a highpowered Vianney team in penalty
kicks on Tuesday night.
Though the Jr. Bills have not
played Eureka so far this season,
Martel believes that they have a
good sense of what to expect, in
part because JV soccer coach Tom
McCarthy was at Eureka’s showdown with Vianney on Tuesday.
“Basically, they pull back and
keep a lot of their players in the
box,” said Martel. “They counter
quickly when they can. They have
a pretty good forward and two
good midfielders so they can do
that. I think what they’re trying
to do is pack it in and possibly get
a counterattack goal, but if they
can’t it’s PK’s.”
Because the Wildcats have a
very talented goalkeeper, Martel
wants to avoid penalty kicks as
much as he can.
“What we will need to do is
attack as much as we can,” said
Martel. “We need to get the ball
to the endlines and bring it back
across. Vianney had almost 25
shots on goal, and the goalkeeper
made some five or six great saves.
We feel like can get some shots,
too. So, that’s what we’re going to
do.”
Since the Wildcats are so
heavy on defense, Martel’s objective is to attack the goal constantly
and not waste any time in transition.
The State quarterfinal will
take place at 3:30 on Saturday at
St. Louis Soccer Park in Fenton,
and the Jr. Bills appreciate all the
fan support they can get.

Varsity swimming conquers MCC fiveschool meet, H2Hopes for top State finish
BY Patrick
REPORTER

T

Schuler

he St. Louis U. High swim
team had its final meet before
the State Championships this past
Friday at Forest Park Community
College. The meet was the Varsity
MCC’s, a five-school meet, which
included CBC, DeSmet, Vianney,
and Chaminade. The Jr. Bills took
first overall for the third year in a
row and the eighth time in the last
decade.
Going into the meet, the
team was excited to face the MCC
schools again as the Jr. Bills had
beaten each of the MCC schools
in dual meets already this season.
“We were all nervous and excited going in,” said junior varsity
swimmer Corey Santoni. “We just
wanted all the hard work from
this year to pay off in the end.”
Leading up to the meet, the
team had also been tapering, to
make sure that they were in peak
condition for the meet.
“All of our guys are rip roaring and ready to go,” said head
coach Joe Esposito.
SLUH started off the meet
very well, winning the 200-yard
Medley Relay and taking second
in the 200 Freestyle. The relay
team, who took first and has qual-

ified for state, looked very good,
as this was their last swim before
state. The team also qualified two
freshmen, who took second and
fourth, to compete in the finals of
the 200 Freestyle.
SLUH also took second and
third in the 50 Freestyle, with
senior captain Jack Brauer and
junior captain Colin Derdeyn
swimming the event, both of
whom have qualified for state as
well.
Senior standout Luke Sloan,
who has qualified every event but
one for state, also won the 500
Yard Freestyle and the 100 Yard
Butterfly. SLUH finished out the
meet with a win in the 400 Freestyle Relay as well.
Freshman Colin Burke also
had a great swim Friday. Burke
swam the 500 Freestyle, dropped
11 seconds, and qualified for state
while taking third overall in the
meet.
SLUH finished the meet with
389 points, beating second place
CBC, who had 240.
The State Championship prelims will take place today at the St.
Peter’s Rec Plex, with the finals on
Saturday. The diving competition
will also be held on Saturday.
SLUH, who was disappointed
after they took 24th overall last
year, is looking for a much bet-

ter result. New head coach Joe
Esposito has made a huge difference for the team, and is expecting a lot.
“This is the beginning of our
systematic rise to being a perennial state champion,” commented
Esposito. “We have been training
all year to create a legacy. (Our
team) is in the hunt for a top five
finish at state (this year).
Overall, the Swimbills have
five individual swimmers swimming in the finals, not including
the relays and alternates. All together though, the team is sending 19 swimmers to State.
Derdeyn said that the team’s
relays are one of its strong points.
“We are hoping to come in the
top eight (in all three relays) and
maybe break school records in
the 200-yard Medley Relay,” said
Derdeyn, “I also personally am
hoping for a top 16 finish in the
50 Free.” Derdyen is ranked 21st
right now.
The 200 Medley Relay team
for SLUH is also supposed to
come in seventh, but they are
hoping for a win.
Right now the SLUH varsity
swim team is feeling confident going into the meet, and is looking
for a even better result when they
come out of the pool for the last
time on Saturday afternoon.
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After being knocked out by
CBC, football finishes 4-6

photo | Ben Banet

A SLUH ballcarrier is wrapped up by a slew of CBC defenders in last Friday’s game.
BY Mar Lonsway
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High football
team’s postseason came to an
end last Friday night with a 42-14
loss to CBC.
On CBC’s first drive, SLUH
forced the Cadets to punt from
midfield. Senior Dan Evans
blocked the punt, and sophomore David Jackson returned it
24 yards.
CBC opened the scoring at
the end of the first quarter, when
CBC running back, Koner Lamb
broke through SLUH’s defense for
a 22-yard score.
On the ensuing SLUH possession, CBC defensive back Eric
Carrera intercepted a pass and
returned it 15 yards for the touchdown.
After touchdowns by Lamb
and running back Calen Taylor,
CBC led at half 28-0.
After
halftime,
SLUH
matched CBC for the remainder
of the game. Unfortunately, they
were already down by four touchdowns.
“I think at halftime the speech
that Coach Kornfeld gave us basically told us to wake up,” said
senior captain and linebacker TJ
Daniels. “I felt that after halftime
we realized it’s not a dream anymore; they were kicking our butts,
and we had to make a stand.”
Daniels was sidelined during
the game due to a sprained ankle
he endured at Ritenour the previous week. Daniels was proud of
how his teammates stepped up in

the second half.
“I feel like our defense did
really well, it showed that what
we’ve been preaching all year—
that we’re a team—that not one
person makes the whole defense.,”
said Daniels “I was really proud
about how my brothers on defense stepped up.”
On CBC’s first drive of the
second half, senior cornerback
Raymond Wingo intercepted a
pass and returned it to the twoyard line.
But after senior running back
Michael Hall scored SLUH’s first
touchdown, the excitement ended
quickly as CBC’s Taylor carried
the ball for a 99-yard touchdown
return on the following kickoff.
Later in the third quarter, the
revamped SLUH defense stopped
CBC on four plays inside the 10yard line. Evans sacked Charlton
on fourth down for the turnover.
After another touchdown for
CBC’s Lamb, SLUH closed out
the scoring with a touchdown by
senior Michael Hall to make the
final score 42-14.
“(Hall) definitely helped establish the running game,” said
Sykora. “Just get down to the goal
line and punch it in. Overall, I can
only think we could have done a
little better.”
This game marks the ending
point for this year’s SLUH football
squad. The Jr. Bills (4-6) now have
two weeks to rest. Training in
the weight room will begin after
Thanksgiving for an early start to
football’s neverending grind.
photo | Ben Banet

Sam Sykora fires the ball downfield in last Friday’s game against CBC.
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Friday, November 8
Film club watched the Academy
Award winning movie Juno. Today, in
conjunction with the Literature club,
the club will watch the prison drama
Cool Hand Luke.
At another lightly attended Literature Club meeting, two students and
one teacher discussed section three of
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest and
the Christ symbolism around protagonist Randall McMurphy. The group
planned to complete and discuss the
end of the book next Monday.
Political unification was the
theme of the movies screened by the
Anime Club. They watched Oda Nobuna, which tells a gender-swapped
version of Japan’s unification and
Kingdom, a film about the unification
of China under Qin Shi Huangdi. A
joint meeting with Cor Jesu’s anime
club is planned for today.
Saturday, November 9
Model U.N. had its general assembly. Students represented the United
States, Ireland, The Netherlands, Germany, Japan, Israel, and Russia. See
the article on p. 6 of this week’s Prep
News.
Sunday, November 10
SLUH hosted The Parent Network
of Catholic High Schools for a Mass
and presentation on “The Hookup
Generation.”
Monday, November 11
Mock Trial began working with
individual witnesses and scriptwriting. Separate witness groups also met
on Tuesday and Wednesday. The team
is hosting a sign-up sheet for different
days on the shared Google folder.
Chess Club began its yearly allschool tournament, which continued
after school all week.
ACES planned for a screening and
discussion next Wednesday of Jim
Crow to Barack Obama, a film exploring 100 years of race relations through
discussions between blacks who grew
up in the Jim Crow era and younger
blacks. They also discussed the Philia
Retreat, which will take place on April
8-9 and is open to non-ACES members.
Thomas À Kempis Club met to
read chapter one of The Imitation of
Christ while enjoying doughnuts and

WE’LL DO IT LIVE!
Minutes

milk. Each member will receive his
copy of the book next meeting. The
group plans to continue to read the
book slowly throughout the year and
discuss it at the Monday meetings.
Circus Club planned skits and
acts for its winter show.
Tuesday, November 12
STUCO planned for Mission Week
and selected the four charities that
will benefit from the week’s events:
Karen House, Honduras Project, Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation, and Variety
Club. An awkward schedule, including a basketball game rescheduled to
the first Friday of Mission Week, has
left the exact date of the Mission Week
Mixer in doubt.
Head of Campus Ministry Simonie Anzelone invited seniors to apply for the Archbishop May Service
Award.
There was an informational session for Mission Appalachia after
school Tuesday for the up to 36 students and 12 chaperones going on the
trip.
The Sustainability Committee began planning the dedication and ribbon cutting ceremony for the Backer
Garden to be held on Saturday, Nov.
23. The last major work day will be
this Saturday, Nov. 16 from 10:00
a.m. until noon. The apple, peach,
and cherry trees will be delivered and
planted as well as any finishing touches completed. Also discussed was the
making and distribution of invitations
for the neighborhood for the special
ceremony.
The SLUH Political Action Committee (SLUH-PAC) met to debate immigration. Some members of the club
argued for a more open immigration
system and amnesty for illegal immigrants; others responded by arguing that accepting more immigrants
could be a net loss for the American
economy due to decreased wages and
increased pressure on public services.
C and B Soccer ate pizza and received athletic letters.
Chinese Club hosted a Forest Park
Community College art professor
who spoke about Tibet. See the article
on p. 2 of this week’s Prep News.
Comic Book Club had to cancel its
meeting, but through a discussion on
Facebook, members of the club tenta-

tively planned to go to a nearby comic
book store next Friday.
Varsity Scholar Bowl swept its
second round of league matches. See
the article on p. 6 of this week’s Prep
News.
Wednesday, November 13
Students for Life discussed future
ideas and interests of the group before
the January Pro-Life March in Washington D.C. Moderator David Callon
gave a presentation on the healthcare
system. Attenders discussed their own
experiences with girls, young pregnancies, birth control, and abortions,
with several members sharing some
personal experiences. Callon urged
members to be sensitive about the issues when talking with others.
Staycation planned a trip next
Tuesday to the Art Museum and the
Middle Eastern restaurant Ranoush.
C Football had its pizza party and
distributed letters.
A surprising number of SLUH
juniors like Christian Rock, according to a survey discussed at a meeting of the Junior Pastoral Team. Using
Google’s “Forms” feature, the survey
solicited reactions after the Junior
Mass last Friday.
Thursday, November 14
Robotics Club had its first meeting Thursday in M206. There is a regional competition in March in which
they will be competing. If they do
well, they will compete in a national
competition in April. See the article
on p. 5 of this week’s Prep News.
Philosophical Debates Club met
during activity period and watched a
short video of Jeff Livingston speaking about job training. The group then
discussed Livingston’s message afterwards. One of Livingston’s most significant thoughts was that in the United States, Americans have “shamefully
convinced most high school students
that they either need to go to Harvard
or go to McDonald’s … We are not
thinking about middle skill jobs. We
are not thinking enough about technical jobs below the level of engineer.”
Medical Careers hosted a speaker
on genetics. See article on p. 2 of this
week’s Prep News.
Pax Christi met Thursday to dis-
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cuss the final details of this weekend’s
Ignatian Family Teach-In for Justice,
held in Crystal City, Virginia. Eighteen students and six faculty members
will be attending. Also discussed were
potential topics to talk about during
Advocacy Day on Capitol Hill, which
will be Monday, Nov. 18.
The Freshman Pastoral Team met
to discuss the roles and music for their
class Mass on Nov. 22.
Junior and senior Russian students wrote an essay for the Russian Essay Contest starting at the
beginning of second period. The essay prompt was “что мне важно в
жизни” or “what is important to me
in life.”
Note: Minutes is a weekly feature of the Prep News that records
briefly the activities of organizations
at SLUH. If your organization has an
event that it would like noted in the
next issue of the Prep News, send an
email to prepnews@sluh.org.
Compiled by Adam Thorp, Leo
Heinz, and Sam Chechik.

Friday, November 15

Schedule R
V Swim @ State Championship (through Nov. 16)
AP
Senior Class Mass
Xavier University
Snack–Turnovers
12:50pm Xavier University–M106
8pm
V Hockey vs. Vianney
Lunch Special–Toasted Ravioli
Vegetarian–Buttered Noodles

Saturday, November 16

Schedule R
Saturday, November 16
Pax Christi @ the Ignatian Family Teach-In for Justice in
Washington, DC (through Nov. 18.)
3:30pm V Soccer vs. Eureka in the State Quarterfinal @
Soccer Park

Sunday, November 17

Schedule R

No Events Scheduled

Monday, November 18
Loyola Santa Shop Collection (Through Nov. 22)
AP
Snack–Bosco Sticks
Lunch Special–Hand Breaded Strips
Vegetarian–Black Bean Burger

Tuesday, November 19
Break
Lunch

Photo|Ben Banet

Snack–Cheese Garlic Bread
Special–Philly Cheese Steak
Vegetarian–Fried Rice

Wednesday, November 20
Break
Lunch

Snack–Cinnamon Rolls
Special–Chicken Club Wraps
Vegetarian–Pasta Broccoli

Schedule R

Block Day I

Block Day II

Thursday, November 21

Schedule R
Mix-it-Up Lunch
AP
NHS 2nd Quarter Meeting, No “Sit”ting down, Berg.
Snack–Chicken Giggles
Lunch Special–Brunch for Lunch
Vegetarian–Scrambled Eggs

Friday, November 22
Start of Adopt a Family Drive
V Football @ State Semifinal
V Soccer @ State Semifinal
AP
Freshman Class Mass
Snack–Mini Tacos
Lunch Special–Chicken Bacon Ranch
Vegetarian–Baked potato

Schedule R

Compiled | Leo Heinz

Correction
Fr. Ralph Houlihan, S.J. (left) and his brother at the dinner reception for the naming of a scholarship in his name last
week.

In last week’s Prep News hockey article, we falsely stated
that senior Sean McLaughlin was hit in the face during the
game when the puck actually came within inches from hitting him. The Prep News regrets this error.

